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DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. for the benefit of District of
Kent for specific application to the Conceptual Design of Bank Protection Measures Upstream of
McDonald Road (Fraser River). The information and data contained herein represent Northwest
Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. best professional judgment in light of the knowledge and information
available to Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. at the time of preparation, and was prepared in
accordance with generally accepted engineering and geoscience practices.
Except as required by law, this report and the information and data contained herein are to be treated
as confidential and may be used and relied upon only by District of Kent, its officers and employees.
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. denies any liability whatsoever to other parties who may obtain
access to this report for any injury, loss or damage suffered by such parties arising from their use of, or
reliance upon, this report or any of its contents.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The District of Kent (District) retained Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. (NHC) to develop conceptual
designs of erosion protection for the north bank of the Fraser River, extending ~350 m upstream of
McDonald Road. This section of bankline is adjacent to the District’s Dike A and was identified by the
District and NHC as an area of particular concern due to (i) the proximity of the river to the dike, (ii) the
lack of bank protection along the river, and (iii) the active morphological changes that have occurred
within the river reach.
To inform the development of the designs, NHC undertook site investigations, along with retaining Terra
Remote Sensing Inc. to perform a bathymetric and topographic survey. The site investigations were
undertaken during August 2021, during low river discharges to enable clear inspection of the river
planform and banks. The site investigations were undertaken via overflight, land and boat. The site
investigations revealed that the riverbank extending ~350 m upstream of McDonald Road is under
hydraulic attack; fast flows are resulting in erosive pressure upon the bank and recent retreat of the
bankline, toward the dike, is evident. Additionally, throughout the project site, the scour protection
coverage is not consistent. Sections of the bank do not have scour protection. The scour protection that
does exist is frequently in poor condition; over steepened and undermined.
NHC has developed five conceptual design options to mitigate bank erosion for the ~350 m of riverbank
upstream of McDonald Road. The five options for managing the erosion hazard to the dike, as follows:
1. Monitoring of the riverbank and underwater slope during the period prior to project
implementation planning to identify whether the rate of erosion is accelerating. If so, then
implementation of the adopted bank protection works will need to be carried out on an urgent
basis.
2. Place additional riprap on the floodplain as a windrow revetment. A windrow revetment, which
is a volume of riprap placed at the top of a riverbank that launches and lines the riverbank slope
in response the erosion.
3. Upgrade existing protection with a riprap revetment placed from the toe to the top of the
riverbank over the ~350 m project extents.
4. Construct a series of spurs which are regularly spaced throughout the project extents. The spurs
feature a flat section at the top of the bank (this is referred to as the ‘spur body’), and a slope
from the spur body to down to the riverbed.
5. Construct a curved groyne (guidebank) upstream of the boat launch site to the side channel
away from riverbank and dike.
Options 2 through 5 represent structural measures. The spurs and revetment options appear to be the
most effective solutions. All four of these options will require ongoing monitoring and periodic
maintenance is expected.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project Background

The District of Kent (District) is protected from flooding by a series of dikes along the Fraser River and by
a dike at the south end of Harrison Lake. Dikes (A through D; shown in Figure 1-1) were constructed in
1949 and were upgraded between 1970 and 1975 under the Fraser River Flood Control Program.
In 2021 the District retained Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd (NHC) to undertake a flood risk
assessment to quantify the current flood risk facing the District of Kent (NHC, 2021). As part of the NHC
(2021) study, erosion hazards were assessed based on a review assessment of (1) past channel
instability, (2)the setback distance from the top-of-bank to the toe of the dike and (3) the presence or
absence of river bank protection structures. During a meeting between the District and NHC on July 27,
2021, the section of Dike A upstream of McDonald Road (Figure 1-2) was identified as an area of
particular concern due to (i) the proximity of the river to the dike (between 30 to 50 m), (ii) the lack of
bank protection along the river, and (iii) the active morphological changes that have occurred. The
District issued NHC a Change Order on August 9, 2021 to conduct additional design investigations to
assess the factors causing the erosion and to develop erosion mitigation designs to protect the dike
from undermining due to scour and bank retreat.

1.2

Purpose

This report provides a summary of the field investigations, assessment of the erosion hazard to the dike
and preliminary erosion protection design concepts. Additional background information on river
morphology, channel changes and erosion hazards in the District is summarized in the District of Kent
Flood Risk Assessment and Mitigation report (NHC, 2021).

1.3

Scope of Work

The scope of work for the present study is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site investigation at low water
Topographic survey
Assessment of bank erosion protection options
Design calculations
Preparation of conceptual design drawings
Cost estimates
Preparation of a brief report

The design and cost estimate will be suitable for submission to agencies for fundings and permitting
reviews. The work described above represents Phase 1 of NHC’s recommended response to the bank
erosion occurring around McDonald Road. Phase 2, which is not covered in the existing project, extends
an additional 350 m upstream to the outlet of Maria Slough.
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Figure 1-1 Map of District of Kent Municipal Boundaries. Figure reproduced from NHC (2021).
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Maria Slough

Phase 2
McDonald Road
Phase 1
Tranmer Road

Figure 1-2 Distance from top-of-bank to toe-of-dike. Figure reproduced from NHC (2021).
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2

SUMMARY OF GEOMORPHIC CHANGES

The project site is located in the gravel-bed reach of the lower Fraser River. The gravel-bed reach has a
channel pattern commonly described as ‘wandering’ or anabranched, with the river typically flowing in
one or two dominant channels that divide around large, wooded islands. This type of channel is
characterised by irregular shifting and periodic avulsions that are triggered by the growth and migration
of gravel bars and gravel sheets that re-direct flow paths and induce localised deposition or erosion. As a
result, the timing and rate of lateral erosion at any one location are episodic in nature and often not
very predictable. NHC (2021) presented an overview of the long-term river morphology and channel
changes of the Fraser River throughout the District using air photography. The NHC (2021) overview
illustrates the irregular and unpredictable movement of the river channel within the project reach.
As part of the present project, NHC reviewed recent satellite imagery of the project site using Google
Earth. Key images from this review are presented in Figure 2-1, and summarised as follows:
•

March 2004: In March 2004 a prominent channel side bar was attached to the north bank of the
river at the site of the boat launch (labelled “A” on the figure).

•

January 2013: By January 2013 a straight narrow (30 m) channel had cut through the side bar
(the channel is shown using a blue arrow). It is not known whether this channel formed naturally
by incision or was man-made.

•

October 2015: By October 2015 the channel through the bar widened to 90 m and the
vegetated island east of the channel started to erode (labelled “B” on the figure).

•

March 2020: This represents the most recent imagery available from Google Earth. By March
2020, the side channel bar (which was visible in 2004, 2013, and 2015) has been almost entirely
eroded and a new channel developed (labelled “C” on the figure), flowing against the north
bank of the river. This side channel is ~ 25 m wide and has actively undermined and eroded
portions of the north bank. Ongoing gravel deposition (labelled “D” on figure) offshore between
2015 and 2020 has mostly filled-in the 2013 side channel. Portions of the vegetated island (“E”)
across from the boat launch site eroded by over 70 m between 2015 and 2020.
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March, 2004

January, 2013

Boat launch

A

March, 2020

October, 2015

B
E

C
D

Figure 2-1 Key satellite images from Google Earth illustrating the change in river planform at the project site. Flow is from top right to bottom left.
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3

SITE INVESTIGATIONS

Three site investigations have been performed as part of the present study: an overflight (performed
August 17, 2021), a land inspection (performed August 17, 2021) and a boat inspection (performed
August 18, 2021). Key photographs and field observations from these investigations are summarised
within this section of the report.
Daily discharge at the Water Survey of Canada gauge at Hope (08MF005) was 2530 m3/s during the
overflight and 2570 m3/s during the boat inspection. These discharges are contextualised through
comparison to the annual hydrograph in Figure 3-1. Both surveys were deliberately timed to capture
low-flow conditions such that:
1. The gravel-bar adjacent to the site was exposed enabling inspection of its position and extents.
2. The riverbanks were exposed enabling inspection of scour protection presence, condition, and
extents.
30-yr Avg

2020

2021

Site Inspections

Discharge at Hope (m3/s)

12000

10-yr
5-yr

10000
2-yr
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
1-Jan

20-Feb

10-Apr

30-May

19-Jul

7-Sep

27-Oct

16-Dec

Figure 3-1 Provisional discharges computed by Water Survey of Canada at Hope during 2021 (black
line). The date of the site investigations is indicated using an orange marker. Discharges
from the 2020 freshet (faint red line) and averaged over the past 30 years (grey dash line)
are also shown. Daily average flow estimates for return periods of 2, 5 and 10 years are
overlain using horizontal dash lines.
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3.1

Overflight

An overflight of the project site was undertaken on August 17, 2021 by Dave McLean and Ashley Dudill
(of NHC) and Dave Charbula (of the District). The overflight was undertaken with Principal Air out of
Abbotsford Airport in a Cessna 172M plane which has capacity for a pilot and 3 passengers. An overflight
was necessary due to the lack of availability of recent high-quality and georeferenced imagery of the
project site. The most recent Google Earth imagery of the site is from March 2020; since this time there
have been two freshets of substantial magnitude (see Figure 3-1). As such an overflight was necessary to
inspect whether the channel planform has changed, and the implications for the project site.
Photo 3-1 and Photo 3-2 illustrate the project site as seen during the overflight. An additional five
photographs (Photo-1 through Photo-5) of the project site collected during the overflight are appended
to this report. From the overflight it was clear that the side channel observed in the March 2020 Google
Earth image (see Figure 2-1) flowing against the north bank is still present and carrying a notable volume
of flow. From the surface waves it appeared that the flow velocities are rapid against the north bank,
leading to erosive pressure.
During the overflight, it was noted that the banks are densely vegetated, with scour protection
appearing to be either absent or in relatively poor condition. Additionally, the presence of regularly
spaced timber piles, projecting from the riverbank into the channel between McDonald Road and the
former boat launch was noted (Photo 3-1 and Photo 3-2)

3.2

Land Inspection

The District provided NHC with two photographs of the riverbank, both taken looking downstream from
the former boat launch site, from February and May 2020. On August 17, 2021, NHC collected a
photograph with a consistent field of view to enable analysis of the bankline position; see Photo 3-3.
Comparison of these three photographs illustrates that the bank has retreated substantially between
February 2020 and August 2021.
While scour protection does not appear present in the February 2020 photo, it can be seen in the
August 2021 photo. The District has informed NHC that no scour protection has been placed between
these dates. As such, it is hypothesised that the scour protection visible in the August 2021 photograph
was placed a substantial while ago and has been covered by fine sediment due to the channel side bar
which was previously present at this location. The recent erosion at the site has removed this fine side
and exposed the relic riprap.
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McDonald Road
Dike

Former boat
launch

Photo 3-1 Project site between McDonald Road and former boat launch. Photo collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021.
Flow is from right to left.
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Former boat
launch

Dike

Photo 3-2 Project site upstream of the former boat launch. Photo collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Flow is from
bottom to top.
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17-Feb-2020

May-2020

Photo
provided by
District

17-Aug-2021

Photo
provided by
District

Photo by
NHC

Photo 3-3 Three photographs of the bankline taken at approximately the same position at various dates over the past two years. In all photos the field of view is looking downstream. The pile circled in red is believed to be
consistent in all three photographs and contextualizes the riverbank position.
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3.3

Boat Inspection

A boat inspection of the project site was undertaken on August 18, 2021 by Adrian Simpalean (of NHC)
to identify the conditions of the riverbank. The weather throughout the inspection was relatively calm
and sunny.
For referencing purposes, the study area was divided into three main sections – Fraser River Channel,
covering the main channel of the river, Gravel Bar, covering the gravel bar located east of the McDonald
Road bankline, and Side Channel, covering the narrow channel between the river right bank and the
gravel bar. Seven distinct bank sections were identified during the inspection. The approximate extents
of each section along with other key features of the site are illustrated in Figure 3-2. Note, the satellite
imagery does not reflect the conditions of the site at the time of the inspection. A detailed description of
the bank conditions for each section is provided below.

Fraser River
Channel
Section 7

Boat Ramp
Access

Section 5
Section 4
Section 3

Section 2

Section 1

Side Channel

Gravel Bar

Figure 3-2. Bankline classification conducted as part of the McDonald Road Bank Protection study
(Background Image: Google Earth Pro v7.3.4.8248 (10/2019)
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3.3.1 Bank Section 1
Section 1 is located downstream of McDonald Road at the confluence of the narrow side channel and
Fraser River channel. The bank segment consists of relatively continuous non-uniform riprap estimated
to be Class 100 to 250 kg or similar, extending to an approximate bank elevation of El. 19.7 m
(CGVD2013 1). This section was protected with riprap in the 1970s as part of the Canada-BC Fraser River
Flood Protection Program. The exposed bank slope extending above the water mark is steep (1.4H:1V
slope) and transitions into a milder 2H:1V slope near the crest covered in vegetation comprising of
primarily grass and berry bushes.
The riprap appears in relatively good conditions with no evidence of rock launching or scour near the
water line. Throughout the length of Section 1 it appears that the riprap slope near the top of the bank
was previously buried and there is evidence of scour where the bank slope transitions from steep to
mild. Only the overlaying material appears to be eroded, and the riprap material appears to be stable.
Overall, it is believed that the current bank provides functional erosion protection under current
conditions.

Photo 3-4 Exposed crest edge along Section 1.

1

CGVD2013 vertical datum is used throughout this report.
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3.3.2 Bank Section 2
Section 2 is approximately 240 m long, extending from the downstream end of the narrow side channel
to the downstream end of the old boat ramp access road. Nine pile structures were observed along this
section of the channel. The structures consist of 2 rows of piles extending from the bank into the
channel following a southeast orientation (Photo 3-5). The flow in this section of the channel is very fast.
The Section 2 bank consists of exposed root systems near the top of the bank and exposed riprap near
the water line (Photo 3-6). The top of the bank elevation is approximated at El. 19.6 m. It appears that a
riprap revetment (consisting of rocks estimated to be Class 250 kg) was previously constructed and
buried along this section of the channel. The bank undergone recent erosion along its entire length, with
conditions deteriorating progressively towards the upstream end of the section. The buried rock
revetment is exposed, and evidence of rock launching was noted near the water line (Photo 3-7). In
some sections the riprap lost all interlocking properties while in some sections the riprap slope is nearly
vertical. The slope of the exposed slope ranges between 0.3H:1V to 0.7H:1V. It was also noted that
erosion extends further inland upstream of each pile structure compared to the downstream side.

Photo 3-5 Typical timber pile structure in very poor condition.
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Photo 3-6 Typical shoreline condition along Section 2.

Photo 3-7 Exposed vegetation and rock launching.
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3.3.3 Bank Section 3
Section 3 is approximately 40 m long, extending along the width of the old boat ramp access road. The
bank consists of an exposed gravel and rock slope (1.2H:1V), exposed root systems near the top of the
bank, and a nearly vertical sand-gravel section where the old boat ramp access road was located. This
river section is subjected to ongoing erosion, evidenced by the sliding of rock materials noted near the
water line, exposed underlaying material, and subvertical erosion of the top of the bank.
One pile structure similar to the ones noticed along Section 2 was observed immediately downstream of
the old access road. The conditions of this structure were significantly worse compared to the ones
located downstream along Section 2. Remnants of the buried riprap revetment appears to extend along
Section 3; however, it is not clear if rock was recently placed along this section, or the observed rock is
part of the buried revetment noticed along Section 2.

Photo 3-8 Shoreline along the old boat ramp access road facing upstream.
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Photo 3-9 Shoreline along the old boat ramp access road facing downstream.

3.3.4 Bank Section 4
Section 4 extends approximately 40 m upstream of the old boat ramp access road section. The bank
along this section is covered by exposed root systems and bushes. The dense vegetation and fast river
flow increased the difficulty to investigate this section in detail. The top of the bank is approximated at
El. 18 m, and the slope appears to be silty sand undergoing erosion. A row of riprap was noticed along
the water line through gaps in the vegetation (Photo 3-11). The riprap does not extend along the entire
section length.
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Photo 3-10 Shoreline conditions upstream of the boat ramp.

Photo 3-11 Ongoing erosion and observed riprap near the water line.
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3.3.5 Bank Section 5
Section 5 is approximately 120 m long, extending along the upstream end of the narrow side channel.
This river section consists of a vertical sand-gravel bank, with ongoing erosion. Several chunks of soil and
vegetation were observed near the water line (Photo 3-12). The top of the bank is at approximately El.
17.1 m, consisting of small bushes and tall grass.

Photo 3-12 Vertical bank along Section 5.
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Photo 3-13 Bank substrate along Section 6.

3.3.6 Bank Section 6
The shoreline along Section 6 appears to have the lowest elevation (~El. 16.2 m) along the length of the
inspected bankline. Section 6 is approximately 70 m long, extending directly upstream of the side
channel into the Fraser River channel. The shoreline is a mild gravel beach (6H:1V) overlayed with soil
and grass. Signs of prior erosion of the materials overlaying the gravel substrate were noted above the
water line.
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Photo 3-14 Mild gravel beach along Section 6.

3.3.7 Bank Section 7
Section 7 is approximately 370 m long extending from the end of the gravel beach to Maria Slough. Two
additional piles structures (similar to the ones observed along Section 2) were observed along the
downstream end of this section. Downstream of the pile structures the bank is covered in vegetation
and exposed root systems. A subvertical riprap revetment was observed near the water line in between
the two pile structures.
Upstream of the pile structures the bank is covered in non-uniform riprap extending into Maria Slough.
The riprap slope ranges from 1.1H:1V to 1.2H:1V, with a crest elevation of approximately El. 20.1 m. No
evidence of erosion or rock sliding was observed along this section; however, poor interlocking and gaps
in the riprap layer were noted in some areas. The overlaying dark biofilm (Photo 3-17) indicates that the
riprap material is presently stable, and it is believed to provide functional erosion protection under
current conditions as the flow is relatively slow in this section of the river.
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Photo 3-15 Pile structures and riprap along Section 7.

Photo 3-16 Vegetation and some riprap along the downstream end of Section 7.
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Photo 3-17 Typical riprap slope and vegetation along Section 7.

3.3.8 Gravel Bar
The site inspection also covered the gravel bar that separates the narrow side channel and the Fraser
River channel. The bar is approximately 500 m long and 170 m wide at it`s widest section. The gravel bar
was split into two sections by a shallow channel located near the upstream end of the bar. It was noted
that the bar did not match the predetermined survey extends (based on outdated satellite imagery),
suggesting that the bar migrated eastward. Multiple shallow channels were noticed along the west side
of the gravel bar; however, the channels did not appear to be connected to the river channel.
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Photo 3-18 Upstream section of the gravel bar.

Photo 3-19 Downstream section of the gravel bar.
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4

SITE SURVEY

4.1

Introduction

A bathymetric and topographic survey was undertaken by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. (Terra) on August
18, 2021. The survey was comprised of:
•
•
•

A bathymetric single-beam survey, with ~30-40 m spaced transects, covering 1 km (streamwise
direction) of the river channel around McDonald Road.
A vessel-mounted LiDAR survey of the riverbanks.
A Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) topographic survey on the gravel bar.

Data from Terra’s survey was provided to NHC in a .xyz format. The data utilises NAD83 CSRS (2002)
horizontal datum, CGVD2013 vertical datum and UTM10N projection.
In addition to the Terra survey, NHC downloaded LiDAR extending over the project site from the BC
Government Open LiDAR Data Portal. The Owner of the LiDAR is Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations and Rural Development (FLNRORD), GeoBC, and the data were acquired between June 20
and September 12, 2016.
The Terra survey and FLNRORD LiDAR data were used to create a digital elevation map (DEM) of the
channel bathymetry and bank (see Drawing 3006209-10 Sheet 101 in Appendix A). This DEM was used
to design the conceptual scour protection presented in Section 5.

4.2

Survey Challenges

When designing erosion protection for riverbanks, it is important to know the top-of-bank position and
elevation. Unfortunately, the project site represented very challenging conditions for the Terra survey
crew to collect top-of-bank data. Due to dense vegetation, unstable and high riverbanks, and poor
access conditions, it was not possible to collect top-of-bank data using a standard RTK survey approach.
As such, Terra used vessel-mounted LiDAR to collect top-of-bank information.
When processing LiDAR data, filters are applied to remove vegetation and identify ‘ground only’ data.
These filters are generally accepted to perform well for areas with trees. However, dense bushes, such
as those present at the project site, are more challenging to address. Consequently, there is uncertainty
in the top-of-bank data within the generated DEM.
In an effort to improve the accuracy of the DEM with regards to top-of-bank conditions, NHC carefully
analysed the FLNRORD LiDAR. Upon review, it became apparent that the FLNRORD LiDAR also suffered
from poor data quality around the top-of-bank, likely due to the dense bushes and data filtering.
NHC has employed both engineering judgement and knowledge gained from the site investigation to
produce the DEM. While uncertainties, particularly pertaining to the top-of-bank data, are
acknowledged, the DEM is sufficient for conceptual design. If the designs presented within this report
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are continued into a detailed design phase, NHC recommends that the top-of-bank be re-surveyed to
improve accuracy.

5
5.1

EROSION MITIGATION OPTIONS
Hydraulic Conditions

The existing HEC-RAS 2D hydraulic model was used to provide basic hydraulic design parameters at the
site, including water levels, depths and velocities for flow conditions associated with the 2012 flood (~
20-year return period) and 500-year return period flood (Table 5-1). For the flow conditions analysed,
the highest velocities along the north side of the river were found to occur during the simulated 2012
flood event when water levels were close to the bankfull level. The velocity reduced under the 500-year
return period flow due to the river spilling across the floodplain.
Table 5-1

Representative hydraulic conditions

Flow Condition

Peak daily discharge
at Hope (m3/s)

Water Level at the
project site (m)

Velocity at the
project site (m/s)

2012 flood (~20year flood)

11,700

19.1

3.2

500-year flood

16,500

20.5

2.7

Table 5-2 summarizes representative bank heights (top of bank – channel invert level) based on the
2021 surveys (shown in Appendix A). Based on NHC’s review of Google Earth imagery, Prior to 2013 the
top of the gravel bar near the former boat launch site is estimated at approximately El. 16 m. The
present bed level near the former boat launch site is now at El. 11.5 m, indicating the bed has lowered
by roughly 4.5 m. Based on (i) NHC’s experience in the gravel-bed portion of the Fraser River, and
previous bank protection projects along Dike A, and (ii) the highly concentrated flow along the bank, it is
expected that further scour will occur in the future, resulting in increased undermining of the bank.
Table 5-2

Representative bank heights at site

Section

Station

Top of
Bank (m)

Minimum
Bed Level
(m)

Bank
Height (m)

2-1

0+246

19.0

12.7

5.3

2-2

291

19.7

11.7

8.0

3-1

335

19.5

11.7

7.8
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4-1

370

19.5

11.7

7.8

5-1

424

17.0

13.0

4.0

6-1

519

17.5

14.2

3.3

7-1

603

20.0

12.2

7.8

7-2

694

20.0

11.5

8.5

5.2

Assessment of Erosion Hazard to Dike

Based on the proximity of the dike to the riverbank, the active erosion and channel instability that is
ongoing in the reach and the poor condition (or complete absence) of bank protection, erosion
mitigation measures should be implemented in the 350 m long reach upstream of McDonald Road
within the next 1 to 3 years. This section of work is identified as Phase 1. The completed works will
achieve the same or a higher standard of protection as previously constructed bank protection
downstream of McDonald Road. The 350 m length of bank upstream of Phase 1 (extending to the outlet
of Maria Slough) appears stable at present, has riprap that appears to be mostly intact and is not under
angled flow attack from the river. Therefore, upgrading the existing bank protection in this upstream
reach could be deferred to a later date and is identified as Phase 2 work.

5.3

Phase 1 Erosion Mitigation Options

This section of the report presents five options:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monitor riverbank as an interim measure until bank protection work is carried out.
Place additional riprap on the floodplain as a windrow revetment.
Upgrade existing protection with a riprap revetment.
Construct a series of spurs along the bank to defect the flow further offshore.
Construct a river training groyne (guidebank) upstream of the boat launch site to the side
channel away from riverbank and dike.

Options 2 through 5 represent structural measures and will require ongoing monitoring and periodic
maintenance is expected.

5.4

Option 1: Monitoring and Project Preparation

This work involves conducting bi-annual monitoring surveys of the bank and side channel during the two
to three year period required for finalizing erosion protection plans, obtaining all permits and funding,
preparing the final design, tendering and construction mobilization. The monitoring will identify whether
bank instability is accelerating or reducing. If a minimum acceptable setback distance is crossed, then
the structural bank protection measures would need to be implemented on a more urgent basis.
Terrestrial monitoring would be carried out at low water in the spring (March-April) and fall (SeptemberOctober). This would include taking repeat photos of the bank at fixed sites (similar to Photo 3-3).
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Wooden stakes would also be placed every 50 m along the bank, set-back from the edge of the bank.
The distance from the stake to the top of bank would be recorded during each site visit to document
rates of retreat during each freshet. The cross section surveys would be conducted using a boat and
bathymetric survey system to document trends in scour and bank retreat. The timing for these surveys
would depend on the current speed and available depths along the bank. Periods of low water
(November through April) may be most favourable as much of the bank and adjacent bar areas will be
exposed.

5.5

Option 2: Construct a Windrow Revetment on Floodplain

A windrow revetment involves placing a strip of riprap on the floodplain near the top of the bank. The
rock can either be placed in a buried trench or simply piled on the floodplain. When the riverbank
retreats the rock will eventually be undermined and launch (i.e. rolls or slides) down the slope,
protecting the bank and therefore slowing or stopping the erosion (USACE, 1991). Figure 5-1Error!
Reference source not found. illustrates the proposed spatial extents for the windrow revetment.
Option 2: Windrow

Flow Direction

Dike

McDonald
Road

Proposed extents of
Option 4 windrow
revetment (green line)

Figure 5-1 General overview of Option 2: windrow revetment. Google Earth imagery from March
2020.
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The main advantage of this approach is that the work is carried out in the dry and does not involve
disturbing aquatic habitat during installation. This reduces the initial cost of construction. Further, based
on NHC’s project experience, this option may reduce the permitting requirements; this should be
confirmed with permitting agencies during the detailed design phase. The main disadvantage is that
after the rock is exposed by launching, the slope is usually only marginally stable (very steep) and the
coverage of rock on the slope is incomplete, with many voids and gaps allowing the fine sediment in the
bank to be winnowed away. In most cases, the volume of rock that remains on the bank is not sufficient
to prevent further undermining by scour. The failing riprap protection shown in Photo 3-9 is
representative of this type of situation. Therefore, additional repairs and in-stream work will be required
to achieve an adequate level of protection.

5.6

Option 3: Continuous Riprap Revetment on Riverbank

Option 3 consists of an ~ 350 m long riprap revetment (see Figure 5-3), with rock (Class 500 Kg) placed
from the toe to the top of the riverbank. Continuous riprap revetments are the most common form of
riverbank scour protection. Figure 5-2 shows a standard revetment design that was used to protect Dike
A downstream of McDonald Road. The vertical distance from the top of bank to the base of the slope is
approximately 12 m (depths of up to 25 m have been constructed along some sections adjacent to Dike
D). This design included a 6 m long “launching apron” at the base. Launching aprons are commonly
incorporated into the design of riprap scour protection. The launching apron contains a volume of
riprap, which is available to launch in response to local scouring. Therefore, incorporating a launching
apron into the design of a structure helps to protect the main body of the revetment.

Figure 5-2 Riprap revetment constructed in 1972 in District of Kent downstream of McDonald Road
under Fraser River Flood Control Agreement (dimensions in feet)
.
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Option 3: Continuous Riprap Revetment

Flow Direction
Dike

McDonald
Road

Proposed extents of
Option 3 continuous
revetment (red outline)

Figure 5-3 General overview of Option 3: continuous riprap revetment. Google Earth imagery from March 2020.
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5.7

Option 4: Regularly Spaced Spurs

Option 4 consists of seven (7) regularly spaced spurs (Figure 5-4). The spurs act to reduce erosion on the
riverbank by:
-

Acting as flow obstructions, resulting in the reduction of flow velocities along the riverbank and
the generation of back eddies.
Redirecting the flow away from the riverbank.

The spurs feature a flat section at the top of the bank (this is referred to as the ‘spur body’), and a slope
from the spur body to down to the riverbed (Figure 5-5). The spurs are embedded into the riverbank
approximately 10 m to ensure they will not be outflanked. A riprap apron consisting of Class 500 Kg rock
will be placed around the upstream side of the structure to protect against scour. The spurs will be
placed approximately 60 m along the riverbank and have a length of approximately 20 m. The
positioning, dimensions and slopes of the structures provided in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 are based on
NHC’s experience of spur design and construction from other projects on the Fraser River.
Photo 5-1 provides an example of spurs at Seabird Island, Fraser River; these spurs are ~ 8 km upstream
of the project site. The spurs at Seabird Island were constructed in 1998 on behalf of Seabird Band for
bank protection. In addition to Seabird Island, there are several other sets of spurs on the Fraser River,
including:
•
•
•
•

5.8

At the entrance to Peters Channel. These spurs were constructed in the 1990s on behalf of
Peters First Nation to prevent river avulsion into a side channel.
At Powerline Island (upstream of Agassiz-Rosedale Bridge). These spurs were constructed in
1996 to reduce bank erosion along the Cheam Reserve.
In Jesperson Slough. These spurs were constructed in the 1970s on behalf of BC Ministry of
Environment to prevent an avulsion into a side channel.
In Bedford Channel along McMillan Island near Fort Langley.

Option 5: River Training Groyne

Option 5 (Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7) will reduce the erosion threat to the dike by redirecting flow away
from the riverbank. The groyne features a long flat section extending out from the top of the bank,
surrounded by stable side slopes (Figure 5-5). The groyne will re-direct the flow in the side channel
eastward, re-establishing the flow path that existed prior to 2013. Velocities along the bank will be
reduced in the lee of the structure, promoting sedimentation. The groyne will also induce scour through
the offshore gravel bar, which may create impacts to habitat. Considerable local scour will also be
created at the end of the groyne, which could require periodic repairs after major floods.
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Option 4: Regularly Spaced Spurs

Flow Direction

Dike

McDonald
Road

Centre-to-centre
spacing of ~ 60 m

Figure 5-4 General overview of Option 2: regularly spaced spurs. Google Earth imagery from March 2020.
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Option 4: Regularly Spaced Spurs
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Figure 5-5 Conceptual design details associated with Option 4: regularly spaced spurs. Google Earth imagery from March 2020.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Photo 5-1 Spurs at Seabird Island, Fraser River, BC. Photos (a) and (b) collected by NHC during
overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo (c) collected in July 2019. Blue arrows show direction
of flow. for the purposes of conceptual design only
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Option 5: Groyne

Dike

Flow Direction

McDonald
Road

Figure 5-6 General overview of Option 5: river training groyne, Google Earth imagery from March 2020.
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Figure 5-7 Conceptual design details associated with Option 5: river training groyne, Google Earth imagery from March 2020.
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5.9

Constructability

The main variables that affect construction include:
•
•
•
•

Depth and extent of placement.
Accessibility from the bank.
Accessibility offshore, particularly related to navigation issues, suitable depths for equipment
access, navigation restrictions.
Environmental restrictions including timing, mitigation and compensation requirements.

The project site represents a relatively challenging location for in-river construction. Placement of riprap
is commonly carried out using either a crane (horizontal reach of ~ 15 m) or a long reach excavator
(slope reach of ~ 7.5 m). The equipment can be operated from the bank or a barge. In many
applications, both types of operations are used.
If construction is from the bank, the main limitation is the depth of placement that can be achieved.
Other limitations of both the excavator and the crane are: (1) stable ground is required for their
platform and (2) challenges associated with repositioning the equipment along the site if there are
significant obstructions such as trees. The project site is densely vegetated.
Placing riprap from a barge allows placement to extent further offshore, which is generally necessary
when substantial scour is anticipated. The main limitations for barge operations are related to
accessibility for the barges and tow boats, and the local depths and current speeds at the site. Due to
the location and hydraulics at the project site, it is anticipated that placement from a barge will not be
possible.
Further work is required to determine a feasible in-river construction methodology.

5.10 Advantages and Disadvantages of Options
Option 1 (Monitoring and Project Preparation) should be carried out regardless of which structural
measures are implemented and the implementation timeline.
The advantages and disadvantages of the four erosion protection options are summarized in Table 5-3.
Approximate costs were estimated for each option, based on recent experience from similar projects on
the Fraser River and estimates of rock quantities and excavation volumes. A 40% contingency was
applied to the construction costs to allow for uncertainties in quantities and construction times.
Permitting and acquiring right of way access (if required) were not included. Costs for environmental
compensation were also not included in the estimates. The quantities for some options, such as the
spurs (Option 4) are being refined and updated values will be included in the final report. The costs for
the various options do not vary appreciably and for preliminary planning purposes a construction cost of
$2 million is proposed. Option 4 (spurs) and Option 3 (revetment) are expected to provide the best
solutions in terms of overall performance and least maintenance.
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Table 5-3

Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the four design options.

Options

Advantages

Disadvantages

Option 2: Windrow
revetment

Work is carried out in the dry and does
not involve disturbing aquatic habitat
during its installation

A windrow revetment will not reduce the
erosive pressure upon the riverbank.

Eliminates in-stream constructability
concerns.
Option 3:
Continuous riprap
revetment

Riprap revetments are commonly used;
therefore, agencies are familiar with this
type of work.

A windrow revetment will allow the river to
migrate closer to the dike, therefore further
reducing the setback distance.
Won’t reduce the fast flow occurring along
the bankline. Scour at the toe of the bank
may continue and undermine the placed
rock.
Continuous riprap revetments are
ecologically undesirable and increasingly
difficult to obtain permit approvals. May
have significant compensation costs.

Option 4: Regularly
spaced spurs

Spurs will act to deflect fast flows away
from an eroding bank.
Spurs cause variable and therefore
ecologically desirable flow conditions
Spurs usually trap sediment, resulting in
deposition at toe of bank. This will help
improve the stability of the riverbank. This
may take several years to occur.
Spurs have been successfully employed at
multiple other locations on the Fraser
River.

Option 5: River
training groyne

In-river construction may be challenging in
this environment due to location and
hydraulics.
The spurs may cause erosion of the adjacent
gravel bar. Environmental studies will be
required to assess impacts/compensation.
There is a risk that the spurs will be
outflanked if monitoring, maintenance and
long-term planning are not implemented.

Will reduce fast flows along bank,
therefore reducing the risk of further
erosion.

In-river construction may be challenging in
this environment due to location and
hydraulics.

May be possible to modify the in-channel
hydraulics to make them more
ecologically desirable for fisheries.

Deep scour off end of the structure, higher
maintenance requirements expected.
There is a risk that the structure will be
outflanked if monitoring, maintenance not
implemented.
Will cause erosion of the adjacent gravel
bar. A geomorphology and ecological study
may be required to understand the
implications of gravel bar erosion
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Table 5-4

Comparison of options

Option

Long-term
Performance

Maintenance
Requirements

Approx. Riprap
Quantity (m3)

Approx. Cost ($)

Option 2: Windrow
revetment

Low

High (will need to
upgrade after rock is
exposed

5,200

$1.5 million (initial cost
only)

Option 3:

Medium

Low-Medium

7,500

$2.0 million

Option 4: Regularly
spaced spurs

Medium-High

Low-Medium

8,200

$1.8 million

Option 5: River
training groyne

Medium

High, deep scour at
end of structure likely

6,000

$1.7 million

Continuous riprap
revetment

6

NEXT STEPS

Monitoring surveys of the bank should be instituted in March-April 2022 (Option 1) regardless of
whether the District proceeds further in implementing additional bank protection works. Additional
environmental investigations should also be initiated to provide information for permitting and habitat
compensation requirements. Permit applications should be initiated, given the long time period
required for agency review and approvals.

7
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1.
Photo of project site collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo taken immediately upstream of McDonald Road.
Flow is from right to left.

Photo 2. Photo of project site collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo taken upstream of McDonald Road. Flow is from
right to left.

Photo 3. Photo of project site collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo taken upstream of McDonald Road, looking
downstream. Flow is from right to left.

Photo 4. Photo of project site collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo of old boat launch site. Flow is from right to left.

Photo 5. Photo of project site collected by NHC during overflight on August 17, 2021. Photo of old boat launch site, looking downstream. Flow is
from right to left.
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SECTION 2-1: STA. 0+246
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